A Statement of Character
of
Mrs Crow
as given by
Prof. W.J. Cooke AFPI, FRPI, DPh
Phrenological Health &
Brain Specialist also
Expert Masseur
Madam,
You possess a strong mental nervous Temperament have a very fine tone of
organisation a very fine quality of Brain are very intense in thought & feeling very
impressionable & susceptible to internal emotions & to external influences, have a
large & well balanced Brain your head measuring 21¾ in Circumference giving you a
brain weighing 46 ounces each lobe is fairly represented but the Intellectual
Selfrefining & Social lobes Predominate & lead in the formation of your Character.
Intellectual Faculties
You have large & active reflective Powers of mind, you will be a keen discerner of
the motives of the people you meet will like or dislike them at once also a firm
believer in cause & effect & will trace effect back to its cause, will Analyse and
compare and classify whatever is presented to you, are fond of travelling & will find
your way readily also your memory is good for faces you see, the way you travel,
events & occurrences that take place around you but may forget details, the organs of
Form, size, colour & order are very pronounced also you will write better than speak
you are very observant very little will pass your eyes without your seeing it.
Selfrefining Organs
These are very large & also very alert you will be very fond of the beautiful in Nature
& art of the wild & romantic also have resourcefulness can create thought & are very
original you have musical talent will see the comical side of a subject & make
yourself very agreeable in society have a very refined nature & good taste can
construct thought plan & arrange & manage.
Moral Faculties
You are generous kindly disposed & thoughtful have small Veneration yet will
respect moral and practical goodness wherever you find it, are very conscientious &
just can be very firm cannot be driven but may be led are fairly hopeful may get a
little depression at times but are generally bright and cheerful.
Selfregarding Sentiments
These are considerably smaller than the other powers you are deficient in selfesteem
but very sensitive to praise or censure of your friends but do not care much about the
opinion of the outside world, are very cautious & prudent also show tactfulness in
dealing with business matters yet have not too much continuity like change &
variety but have great concentration of mind.
Selfish Propensities
These are small you have not great acquisitiveness but will acquire knowledge are
not very secretive nothing undercurrent like to be open & above board there is a fair
share of energy & power to execute your purposes but your appetite is rather
irregular & digestive powers not too strong, general health is not bad but the
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digestive organs are the weakest in your system. Combativeness is rather full & you
will be fond of argument & debate.
Social Organs
These are very large & full you are very friendly disposed will do much for a friend
yet do not make a great number of friends, Plenty of Acquaintances, fond of home &
home comforts will be kind to children & dumb animals will make an affectionate
wife to one of your choice are able to entertain society & make yourself very sociable,
and can manage domestic servants & their work.
Advice
Please cultivate the following organs Secretiveness, Selfesteem & Alimentiveness.
Callings you could fill with ability & credit:
Solicitor, Doctor, or Phrenologist.
I believe this to be a correct statement of your character.
Signed
W.J. Cooke
Note: according to the envelope this was delivered in 1937. Heather recalls that Tony
rather mocked his mother for going in for this.
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